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(57) ABSTRACT 

A data storage device comprises a non-volatile memory 
comprising a plurality of blocks, each configured to store a 
plurality of physical pages at predetermined physical loca 
tions. A controller programs and reads data stored in a 
plurality of logical pages. A volatile memory comprises a 
logical-to-physical address translation map configured to 
enabling determination of the physical location, within one 
or more physical pages, of the data stored in each logical 
page. A plurality of journals may be stored, each comprising 
a plurality of entries associating one or more physical pages 
to each logical page. At startup, the controller may read at 
least some of the plurality of journals in an order and rebuild 
the map; indicate a readiness to service data access com 
mands after the map is rebuilt; rebuild a table from the map 
and, based thereon, select block(s) for garbage collection 
after having indicated the readiness to process the com 
mands. 

13 Claims, 10 Drawing Sheets 
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METHODS, DEVICES AND SYSTEMS FOR 
TWO STAGE POWER-ON MAPREBUILD 
WITH FREE SPACE ACCOUNTING IN A 

SOLID STATE DRIVE 

BACKGROUND 

Due to the nature of flash memory in solid state drives 
(SSDs), data is typically programmed by pages and erased 
by blocks. A page in an SSD is typically 8-16 kilobytes (KB) 
in size and a block consists of a large number of pages (e.g., 
256 or 512). Thus, a particular physical location in an SSD 
(e.g., a page) cannot be directly overwritten without over 
writing data in pages within the same block, as is possible 
in a magnetic hard disk drive. As such, address indirection 
is needed. Conventional data storage device controllers, 
which manage the Flash memory on the data storage device 
and interfaces with the host system, use a Logical-to 
Physical (L2P) mapping system known as logical block 
addressing (LBA) that is part of the Flash translation layer 
(FTL). When new data comes in replacing older data already 
written, the data storage device controller causes the new 
data to be written in a new location (as the data storage 
device cannot directly overwrite the old data) and update the 
logical mapping to point to the new physical location. At this 
juncture, the old physical location no longer holds valid 
data. As such, the old physical location will eventually need 
to be erased before it can be written again. 

Conventionally, a large L2P map table maps logical 
entries to physical address locations on an SSD. This large 
L2P map table is usually saved in Small sections as writes 
come in. For example, if random writing occurs, although 
the system may have to update only one entry, it may 
nonetheless have to save the entire table or a portion thereof, 
including entries that have not been updated, which is 
inherently inefficient. 

FIG. 1 shows aspects of a conventional Logical Block 
Addressing (LBA) scheme for data storage devices. As 
shown therein, a map table 104 contains one entry for every 
logical block 102 defined for the data storage device's Flash 
memory 106. For example, a 64 GB data storage device that 
supports 512 byte logical blocks may present itself to the 
host as having 125,000,000 logical blocks. One entry in the 
map table 104 contains the current location of each of the 
125,000,000 logical blocks in the Flash memory 106. In a 
conventional data storage device, a Flash page holds an 
integer number of logical blocks (i.e., a logical block does 
not span across Flash pages). In this conventional example, 
an 8 KB Flash page would hold 16 logical blocks (of size 
512 bytes). Therefore, each entry in the logical-to-physical 
map table 104 contains a field 108 identifying the die on 
which the LBA is stored, a field 110 identifying the flash 
block on which the LBA is stored, another field 112 iden 
tifying the flash page within the flash block and a field 114 
identifying the offset within the flash page that identifies 
where the LBA data begins in the identified Flash page. The 
large size of the map table 104 prevents the table from being 
held inside the SSD controller. Conventionally, the large 
map table 104 is held in an external DRAM connected to the 
SSD controller. As the map table 104 is stored in volatile 
DRAM, it must be restored when the SSD powers up, which 
can take a long time, due to the large size of the table. 
When a logical block is written, the corresponding entry 

in the map table 104 is updated to reflect the new location 
of the logical block. When a logical block is read, the 
corresponding entry in the map table 104 is read to deter 
mine the location in Flash memory to be read. A read is then 
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2 
performed to the Flash page specified in the corresponding 
entry in the map table 104. When the read data is available 
for the Flash page, the data at the offset specified by the Map 
Entry is transferred from the Flash device to the host. When 
a logical block is written, the Flash memory holding the 
“old” version of the data becomes “garbage' (i.e., data that 
is no longer valid). It is to be noted that when a logical block 
is written, the Flash memory will initially contain at least 
two versions of the logical block; namely, the valid, most 
recently written version (pointed to by the map table 104) 
and at least one other, older version thereof that is stale and 
is no longer pointed to by any entry in the map table 104. 
These “stale' entries are referred to as garbage, which 
occupies space that must be accounted for, collected, erased 
and made available for future use. This process is known as 
'garbage collection'. 
Upon shutdown or other power-interrupting event, the 

contents of volatile memory in which the map table 104 is 
stored, are no longer valid. The map table 104, therefore, 
must be rebuilt. The goals of this process are 1) to create a 
coherent map of the logical to physical relationships and 2) 
to enable normal operation of the memory system. This 
normal operation should enable the servicing of data access 
commands by time-to-ready constraints and should enable 
the memory system to pick the best block for garbage 
collection operations. Picking the best block for garbage 
collection, in turn, involves accurately accounting for the 
free space within the memory blocks, among other possible 
factors. 
The conventional method of rebuilding the map table 104 

includes first initializing all memory locations within the 
Volatile memory to Zero, as RAM powers on in a random 
state (i.e., without valid ECC). Thereafter, the L2P map may 
be rebuilt from mapping information saved in the non 
Volatile memory while, at the same time, carrying out free 
space accounting. These operations involve lengthy random 
reads and random writes, which take a significant time, 
which ultimately delays the drive's time-to-ready for host 
reads and writes on power up. Conventionally, both the map 
rebuilding and the free space accounting must be completed 
before the drive is able to report to the host that it is ready 
to service data access commands. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

FIG. 1 shows aspects of a conventional Logical Block 
Addressing scheme for SSDs. 

FIG. 2 is a block diagram of a data storage device 
according to one embodiment. 

FIG. 3 is a diagram showing aspects of the physical and 
logical data organization of a data storage device according 
to one embodiment. 

FIG. 4 shows a logical-to-physical address translation 
map and illustrative entries thereof, according to one 
embodiment. 

FIG. 5 shows aspects of a method for updating a logical 
to-physical address translation map and for creating an 
S-Journal entry, according to one embodiment. 

FIG. 6 is a block diagram of an S-Journal, according to 
one embodiment. 

FIG. 7 shows an exemplary organization of one entry of 
an S-Journal, according to one embodiment. 

FIG. 8 is a block diagram of a superblock (S-Block), 
according to one embodiment. 

FIG. 9 shows another view of a Super page (S-page), 
according to one embodiment. 
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FIG. 10A shows relationships between the logical-to 
physical address translation map, S-Journals and S-Blocks, 
according to one embodiment. 

FIG. 10B is a block diagram of an S-Journal Map, 
according to one embodiment. 

FIG. 11 is a flowchart of a method of carrying out a 
two-stage power-on logical-to-physical map rebuild, accord 
ing to one embodiment. 

FIG. 12 is a block diagram illustrating further aspects of 
a method of carrying out a two-stage power-on logical-to 
physical map rebuild, according to one embodiment. 

FIG. 13 is a representation of a valid size information 
table, according to one embodiment. 

FIG. 14 is a block diagram illustrating aspects of a method 
of carrying out a two-stage power-on logical-to-physical 
map rebuild with free space accounting, according to one 
embodiment. 

FIG. 15 is a block diagram illustrating aspects of garbage 
collection, according to one embodiment. 

FIG. 16 is a block diagram illustrating further aspects of 
garbage collection, according to one embodiment. 

FIG. 17 is a block diagram illustrating still further aspects 
of garbage collection, according to one embodiment. 

FIG. 18 is a block diagram illustrating yet further aspects 
of garbage collection, according to one embodiment. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

System Overview 
FIG. 2 is a diagram showing aspects of the physical and 

logical data organization of a data storage device according 
to one embodiment. In one embodiment, the data storage 
device is an SSD. In another embodiment, the data storage 
device is a hybrid drive including Flash memory and rotat 
ing magnetic storage media. The disclosure is applicable to 
both SSD and hybrid implementations, but for the sake of 
simplicity the various embodiments are described with ref 
erence to SSD-based implementations. A data storage device 
controller 202 according to one embodiment may be con 
figured to be coupled to a host, as shown at reference 
numeral 218. The controller may comprise one or more 
processors that execute Some or all of the functions 
described below as being performed by the controller. The 
host 218 may utilize a logical block addressing (LBA) 
scheme. While the LBA size is normally fixed, the host can 
vary the size of the LBA dynamically. For example, the LBA 
size may vary by interface and interface mode. Indeed, while 
512 bytes is most common, 4 KB is also becoming more 
common, as are 512+(520, 528, etc.) and 4 KB+(4 KB+8, 
4K+16, etc.) formats. As shown therein, the data storage 
device controller 202 may comprise or be coupled to a page 
register 204. The page register 204 may be configured to 
enable the controller 202 to read data from and store data to 
the data storage device. The controller 202 may be config 
ured to program and read data from an array of flash memory 
devices responsive to data access commands from the host 
218. While the description herein refers to flash memory, it 
is understood that the array of memory devices may com 
prise other types of non-volatile memory devices such as 
flash integrated circuits, Chalcogenide RAM (C-RAM), 
Phase Change Memory (PC-RAM or PRAM), Program 
mable Metallization Cell RAM (PMC-RAM or PMCm), 
Ovonic Unified Memory (OUM), Resistance RAM 
(RRAM), NAND memory (e.g., single-level cell (SLC) 
memory, multi-level cell (MLC) memory, or any combina 
tion thereof), NOR memory, EEPROM, Ferroelectric 
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Memory (FeRAM), Magnetoresistive RAM (MRAM), other 
discrete NVM (non-volatile memory) chips, or any combi 
nation thereof. 
The page register 204 may be configured to enable the 

controller 202 to read data from and store data to the array. 
According to one embodiment, the array of flash memory 
devices may comprise a plurality of non-volatile memory 
devices in die (e.g., 128 dies), each of which comprises a 
plurality of blocks, such as shown at 206 in FIG. 2. Other 
page registers 204 (not shown), may be coupled to blocks on 
other die. A combination of Flash blocks, grouped together, 
may be called a Superblock or S-Block. In some embodi 
ments, the individual blocks that form an S-Block may be 
chosen from one or more dies, planes or other levels of 
granularity. An S-Block, therefore, may comprise a plurality 
of Flash blocks, spread across one or more die, that are 
combined together. In this manner, the S-Block may form a 
unit on which the Flash Management System (FMS) oper 
ates. In some embodiments, the individual blocks that form 
an S-Block may be chosen according to a different granu 
larity than at the die level, such as the case when the memory 
devices include dies that are sub-divided into structures such 
as planes (i.e., blocks may be taken from individual planes). 
According to one embodiment, allocation, erasure and gar 
bage collection may be carried out at the S-Block level. In 
other embodiments, the FMS may perform data operations 
according to other logical groupings such as pages, blocks, 
planes, dies, etc. 

In turn, each of the Flash blocks 206 comprises a plurality 
of Flash pages (F-Pages) 208. Each F-Page may be of a fixed 
size such as, for example, 16 KB. The F-Page, according to 
one embodiment, is the size of the minimum unit of program 
for a given Flash device. As shown in FIG. 3, each F-Page 
208 may be configured to accommodate a plurality of 
physical pages, hereinafter referred to as E-Pages 210. The 
term “E-Page' refers to a data structure stored in Flash 
memory on which an error correcting code (ECC) has been 
applied. According to one embodiment, the E-Page 210 may 
form the basis for physical addressing within the data 
storage device and may constitute the minimum unit of 
Flash read data transfer. The E-Page 210, therefore, may be 
(but need not be) of a predetermined fixed size (such as 2 
KB, for example) and determine the size of the payload (e.g., 
host data) of the ECC system. According to one embodi 
ment, each F-Page 208 may be configured to fit a predeter 
mined plurality of E-Pages 210 within its boundaries. For 
example, given 16 KB size F-Pages 208 and a fixed size of 
2 KB per E-Page 210, eight E-Pages 210 fit within a single 
F-Page 208, as shown in FIG. 3. In any event, according to 
one embodiment, a power of 2 multiple of E-Pages 210, 
including ECC, may be configured to fit into an F-Page 208. 
Each E-Page 210 may comprise a data portion 214 and, 
depending on where the E-Page 210 is located, may also 
comprise an ECC portion 216. Neither the data portion 214 
nor the ECC portion 216 need be fixed in size. The address 
of an E-Page uniquely identifies the location of the E-Page 
within the Flash memory. For example, the E-Page's address 
may specify the Flash channel, a particular die within the 
identified Flash channel, a particular block within the die, a 
particular F-Page and, finally, the E-Page within the identi 
fied F-Page. 
To bridge between physical addressing on the data storage 

device and logical block addressing by the host, a logical 
page (L-Page) construct is introduced. An L-Page, denoted 
in FIG. 3 at reference numeral 212 may comprise the 
minimum unit of address translation used by the FMS. Each 
L-Page, according to one embodiment, may be associated 
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with an L-Page number. The L-Page numbers of L-Pages 
212, therefore, may be configured to enable the controller 
202 to logically reference host data stored in one or more of 
the physical pages, such as the E-Pages 210. The L-Page 212 
may also be utilized as the basic unit of compression. 
According to one embodiment, unlike F-Pages 208 and 
E-Pages 210, L-Pages 212 are not fixed in size and may vary 
in size, due to variability in the compression of data to be 
stored. Since the compressibility of data varies, a 4 KB 
amount of data of one type may be compressed into a 2 KB 
L-Page while a 4 KB amount of data of a different type may 
be compressed into a 1 KBL-Page, for example. Due to such 
compression, therefore, the size of L-Pages may vary within 
a range defined by a minimum compressed size of for 
example, 24 bytes to a maximum uncompressed size of for 
example, 4 KB or 4 KB+. Other sizes and ranges may be 
implemented. As shown in FIG. 3, L-Pages 212 need not be 
aligned with the boundaries of E-Page 210. Indeed, L-Pages 
212 may be configured to have a starting address that is 
aligned with an F-Page 208 and/or E-Page 210 boundary, but 
also may be configured to be unaligned with either of the 
boundaries of an F-Page 208 or E-Page 210. That is, an 
L-Page starting address may be located at a non-zero offset 
from either the start or ending addresses of the F-Pages 208 
or the start or ending addresses of the E-Pages 210, as shown 
in FIG. 3. As the L-Pages 212 are not fixed in size and may 
be smaller than the fixed-size E-Pages 210, more than one 
L-Page 212 may fit within a single E-Page 210. Similarly, as 
the L-Pages 212 may be larger in size than the E-Pages 210, 
L-Pages 212 may span more than one E-Page, and may even 
cross the boundaries of F-Pages 208, shown in FIG. 3 at 
numeral 217. 

For example, where the LBA size is 512 or 512+ bytes, a 
maximum of, for example, eight sequential LBAS may be 
packed into a 4 KB L-Page 212, given that an uncompressed 
L-Page 212 may be 4 KB to 4 KB+. It is to be noted that, 
according to one embodiment, the exact logical size of an 
L-Page 212 is unimportant as, after compression, the physi 
cal size may span from few bytes at minimum size to 
thousands of bytes at full size. For example, for 4TB SSD 
device, 30 bits of addressing may be used to address each 
L-Page 212 that could potentially be present in such a SSD. 

Address Translation Map and Related Data Structures 
FIG. 4 shows a logical-to-physical address translation 

map and illustrative entries thereof, according to one 
embodiment. As the host data is referenced by the host in 
L-Pages 212 and as the data storage device stores the 
L-Pages 212 in one or more contiguous E-Pages 210, a 
logical-to-physical address translation map is required to 
enable the controller 202 to associate an L-Page number of 
an L-Page 212 to one or more E-Pages 210. Such a logical 
to-physical address translation map is shown in FIG. 4 at 
302 and, in one embodiment, is a linear array having one 
entry per L-Page 212. Such a logical-to-physical address 
translation map 302 may be stored in a volatile memory, 
such as a DRAM or SRAM. FIG. 4 also shows the entries 
in the logical-to-physical address translation map for four 
different L-Pages 212, which L-Pages 212 in FIG. 4 are 
associated with L-Page numbers denoted as L-Page 1, 
L-Page 2, L-Page 3 and L-Page 4. According to one embodi 
ment, each L-Page stored in the data storage device may be 
pointed to by a single and unique entry in the logical-to 
physical address translation map 302. Accordingly, in the 
example being developed herewith, four entries are shown. 
As shown at 302, each entry in the map 302 may comprise 
an L-Page number, which may comprise an identification of 
the physical page (e.g., E-Page) containing the start address 
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6 
of the L-Page being referenced, the offset of the start address 
within the physical page (e.g., E-Page) and the length of the 
L-Page. In addition, a plurality of ECC bits may provide 
error correction functionality for the map entry. For 
example, and as shown in FIG. 4, and assuming an E-Page 
size of 2 KB, L-Page 1 may be referenced in the logical 
to-physical address translation map 302 as follows: E-Page 
1003, offset 800, length 1624, followed by a predetermined 
number of ECC bits (not shown). That is, in physical address 
terms, the start of L-Page 1 is within (not aligned with) 
E-Page 1003, and is located at an offset from the starting 
physical location of the E-Page 1003 that is equal to 800 
bytes. Compressed L-Page 1, furthermore, extends 1,624 
bytes, thereby crossing an E-Page boundary to E-Page 1004. 
Therefore, E-Pages 1003 and 1004 each store a portion of 
the L-Page 212 denoted by L-Page number L-Page 1. 
Similarly, the compressed L-Page referenced by L-Page 
number L-Page 2 is stored entirely within E-Page 1004, and 
begins at an offset therein of 400 bytes and extends only 696 
bytes within E-Page 1004. The compressed L-Page associ 
ated with L-Page number L-Page 3 starts within E-Page 
1004 at an offset of 1,120 bytes (just 24 bytes away from the 
boundary of L-Page 2) and extends 4,096 bytes past E-Page 
1005 and into E-Page 1006. Therefore, the L-Page associ 
ated with L-Page number L-Page 3 spans a portion of 
E-Page 1004, all of E-Page 1005 and a portion of E-Page 
1006. Finally, the L-Page associated with L-Page number 
L-Page 4 begins within E-Page 1006 at an offset of 1,144 
bytes, and extends 3,128 bytes to fully span E-Page 1007, 
crossing an F-Page boundary into E-Page 1008 of the next 
F-Page. 

Collectively, each of these constituent identifier fields 
(E-Page, offset, length and ECC) making up each entry of 
the logical-to-physical address translation map 302 may be, 
for example, 8 bytes in size. That is, for an exemplary 4TB 
drive, the address of the E-Page may be 32 bits in size, the 
offset may be 12 bits (for E-Page data portions up to 4 KB) 
in size, the length may be 10 bits in size and the ECC field 
may be provided. Other organizations and bit-widths are 
possible. Such an 8 byte entry may be created each time an 
L-Page is written or modified, to enable the controller 202 
to keep track of the host data, written in L-Pages, within the 
Flash storage. This 8-byte entry in the logical-to-physical 
address translation map may be indexed by an L-Page 
number or LPN. In other words, according to one embodi 
ment, the L-Page number functions as an index into the 
logical-to-physical address translation map 302. It is to be 
noted that, in the case of a 4 KB sector size, the LBA is the 
same as the LPN. The LPN, therefore, may constitute the 
address of the entry within the volatile memory. When the 
controller 202 receives a read command from the host 218, 
the LPN may be derived from the supplied LBA and used to 
index into the logical-to-physical address translation map 
302 to extract the location of the data to be read in the Flash 
memory. When the controller 202 receives a write command 
from the host, the LPN may be constructed from the LBA 
and the logical-to-physical address translation map 302 may 
be modified. For example, a new entry therein may be 
created. Depending upon the size of the Volatile memory 
storing the logical-to-physical address translation map 302, 
the LPN may be stored in a single entry or broken into, for 
example, a first entry identifying the E-Page containing the 
starting address of the L-Page in question (plus ECC bits) 
and a second entry identifying the offset and length (plus 
ECC bits). According to one embodiment, therefore, these 
two entries may together correspond and point to a single 
L-Page within the Flash memory. In other embodiments, the 
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specific format of the logical-to-physical address translation 
map entries may be different from the examples shown 
above. 
As the logical-to-physical address translation map 302 

may be stored in a volatile memory, it necessarily must be 
rebuilt upon startup or any other loss of power to the volatile 
memory. This, therefore, requires some mechanism and 
information to be stored in a non-volatile memory that will 
enable the controller 202 to reconstruct the logical-to 
physical address translation map 302 before the controller 
can “know' where the L-Pages are stored in the non-volatile 
memory after startup or after a power-fail event. According 
to one embodiment, Such mechanism and information may 
be embodied in a construct that may be called a System 
Journal, or S-Journal. According to one embodiment, the 
controller 202 may be configured to maintain, in the plural 
ity of non-volatile memory devices (e.g., in one or more of 
the blocks 206 in one or more die, channel or plane), a 
plurality of S-Journals defining physical-to-logical address 
correspondences. According to one embodiment, each 
S-Journal may cover a pre-determined range of physical 
pages (e.g., E-Pages). According to one embodiment, each 
S-Journal may comprise a plurality of journal entries, with 
each entry being configured to associate one or more physi 
cal pages, such as E-Pages, to the L-Page number of each 
L-Page. According to one embodiment, each time the con 
troller 202 restarts or whenever the logical-to-physical 
address translation map 302 must be rebuilt, the controller 
202 reads the S-Journals and, from the information read 
from the S-Journal entries, rebuilds the logical-to-physical 
address translation map 302. 

FIG. 5 shows aspects of a method for updating a logical 
to-physical address translation map and for creating an 
S-Journal entry, according to one embodiment. As shown 
therein, to ensure that the logical-to-physical address trans 
lation map 302 is kept up-to-date, whenever an L-Page is 
written or otherwise updated as shown at block B51, the 
logical-to-physical address translation map 302 may be 
updated as shown at B52. As shown at B53, an S-Journal 
entry may also be created, storing therein information point 
ing to the location of the updated L-Page. In this manner, 
both the logical-to-physical address translation map 302 and 
the S-Journals are updated when new writes occur (e.g., as 
the host issues writes to non-volatile memory, as garbage 
collection/wear leveling occurs, etc.). Write operations to 
the non-volatile memory devices to maintain a power-safe 
copy of address translation data may be configured, there 
fore, to be triggered by newly created S-Journal entries 
(which may be just a few bytes in size) instead of re-saving 
all or a portion of the logical-to-physical address translation 
map, such that Write Amplification (WA) is reduced. The 
updating of the S-Journals ensure that the controller 202 can 
access a newly updated L-Page and that the logical-to 
physical address translation map 302 may be reconstructed 
upon restart or other information-erasing power event affect 
ing the non-volatile memory in which the logical-to-physical 
address translation map is stored. Moreover, in addition to 
their utility in rebuilding the logical-to-physical address 
translation map 302, the S-Journals are useful in enabling 
effective Garbage Collection (GC). Indeed, the S-Journals 
may contain the last-in-time update to all L-Page numbers, 
and may also contain stale entries, entries that do not point 
to a valid L-Page. 

According to one embodiment, the S-Journal may con 
stitute the main flash management data written to the media. 
According to one embodiment, S-Journals may contain 
mapping information for a given S-Block and may contain 
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8 
the Physical-to-Logical (P2L) information for a given 
S-Block. FIG. 6 is a block diagram showing aspects of an 
S-Journal, according to one embodiment. As shown therein 
and according to one embodiment, each S-Journal 602 
covers a predetermined physical region of the non-volatile 
memory such as, for example, 32 E-Pages as shown at 606, 
which are addressable using 5 bits. Each S-Journal 602 may 
be identified by an S-Journal Number 604. The S-Journal 
Number 604 used for storing P2L information for host data 
may comprise a portion of the address of the first physical 
page covered by the S-Journal. For example, the S-Journal 
Number of S-Journal 602 may comprise, for example, the 27 
MSbs of the first E-Page covered by this S-Journal 602. 

FIG. 7 shows an exemplary organization of one entry 702 
of an S-Journal 602, according to one embodiment. Each 
entry 702 of the S-Journal 602 may point to the starting 
address of one L-Page, which is physically addressed in 
E-Pages. Each entry 702 may comprise, for example, a 
number (5, for example) of LSbs of the E-Page containing 
the starting E-Page of the L-Page. The full E-Page address 
may be obtained by concatenating these 5 LSbs with the 27 
MSbs of the S-Journal Number in the header. The entry 702 
may then comprise the L-Page number, its offset within the 
identified E-Page and its size. For example, each entry 702 
of a databand S-Journal 602 may comprise the 5 LSbs of the 
first E-Page covered by this S-Journal entry, 30 bits of 
L-Page number, 9 bits of E-Page offset and 10 bits of L-Page 
size, adding up to an overall size of about 7 bytes. Various 
other internal journal entry formats may be used in other 
embodiments. 

According to one embodiment, due to the variability in 
the compression or the host configuration of the data stored 
in L-Pages, a variable number of L-Pages may be stored in 
a physical area, Such as a physical area equal to 32 E-Pages, 
as shown at 606 in FIG. 6. As a result of the use of 
compression and the consequent variability in the sizes of 
L-Pages, S-Journals 602 may comprise a variable number of 
entries. For example, according to one embodiment, at 
maximum compression, an L-Page may be 24 bytes in size 
and an S-Journal 602 may comprise over 2,500 entries, 
referencing an equal number of L-Pages, one L-Page per 
S-Journal entry 702. 
As noted above, S-Journals 602 may be configured to 

contain mapping information for a given S-Block and may 
contain the P2L information for a given S-Block. More 
precisely, according to one embodiment, S-Journals 602 
may contain the mapping information for a predetermined 
range of E-Pages within a given S-Block. FIG. 8 is a block 
diagram of a Superblock (S-Block), according to one 
embodiment. As shown therein, an S-Block 802 may com 
prise one Flash block (F-Block) 804 (as also shown at 206 
in FIG. 2) per die. An S-Block 802, therefore, may be 
thought of as a collection of F-Blocks 804, one F-Block per 
die, that are combined together to form a unit of the Flash 
Management System. According to one embodiment, allo 
cation, erasure and GC may be managed at the Superblock 
level. Each F-Block 804, as shown in FIG. 8, may comprise 
a plurality of Flash pages (F-Page) Such as, for example, 256 
or 512 F-Pages. An F-Page, according to one embodiment, 
may be the size of the minimum unit of program for a given 
non-volatile memory device. FIG. 9 shows a Super Page 
(S-Page), according to one embodiment. As shown therein, 
an S-Page 803 may comprise one F-Page per block of an 
S-Block, meaning that an S-Page 803 spans across an entire 
S-Block 802. 

FIG. 10A shows relationships between the logical-to 
physical address translation map, S-Journals and S-Blocks, 
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according to one embodiment. Reference 902 denotes the 
logical-to-physical address translation map. According to 
one embodiment, the logical-to-physical address translation 
map 902 may be indexed by L-Page number, in that there 
may be one entry in the logical-to-physical address transla 
tion map 902 per L-Page in the logical-to-physical address 
translation map. The physical address of the start of the 
L-Page in the Flash memory and the size thereof may be 
given in the map entry; namely by E-Page address, offset 
within the E-Page and the size of the L-Page. As noted 
earlier, the L-Page, depending upon its size, may span one 
or more E-Pages and may span F-Pages and blocks as well. 
As shown at 904, the volatile memory (e.g., DRAM) may 

also store an S-Journal map. An entry in the S-Journal map 
904 stores information related to where an S-Journal is 
physically located in the non-volatile memory. For example, 
the 27 MSbs of the E-Page physical address where the start 
of the L-Page is stored may constitute the S-Journal Number. 
The S-Journal map 904 in the volatile memory may also 
include the address of the S-Journal in non-volatile memory, 
referenced in system E-Pages. From the S-Journal map 904 
in volatile memory, System S-Block Information 908 may 
be extracted. The System S-Block Information 908 may be 
indexed by System S-Block (S-Block in the System Band) 
and may comprise, among other information regarding the 
S-Block, the size of any free or used space in the System 
S-Block. Also from the S-Journal map 904, the physical 
location of the S-Journals in non-volatile memory 910 may 
be extracted. 

The System Band, according to one embodiment, does not 
contain L-Page data and may contain all File Management 
System (FMS) meta-data and information. The System Band 
may be configured as lower-page only for reliability and 
power fail simplification. During normal operation, the 
System Band need not be read except during Garbage 
Collection. According to one embodiment, the System Band 
may be provided with significantly higher overprovisioning 
than the data band for overall WA optimization. Other bands 
may include the Hot Band, which may contain L-Page data 
and is frequently updated, and the Cold Band, which is a 
physical area of memory storing static data retained from the 
garbage collection process, which may be infrequently 
updated. According to one embodiment, the System, Hot 
and Cold Bands may be allocated by controller firmware on 
an S-Block basis. 
As noted above, each of these S-Journals in non-volatile 

memory may comprise a collection of S-Journal entries and 
cover, for example, 32 E-Pages worth of data. These S-Jour 
nals in non-volatile memory 910 enable the controller 202 to 
access the S-Journals entries in non-volatile memory upon 
startup, enable the controller 202 to rebuild in volatile 
memory not only the logical-to-physical address translation 
map 902, but also the S-Journal map 904, the S-Block 
Information 906, and the System S-Block Information 908. 
The S-Journals in non-volatile memory may also contain 

all of the stale L-Page information, thereby enabling the 
controller 202 to GC after the logical-to-physical address 
translation map 902 and the S-Journal Map 904 in volatile 
memory are rebuilt. The S-Journals, therefore, may be said 
to contain a sequential history of all updates, over time, to 
the logical-to-physical address translation map 902. 

FIG. 10B is a block diagram of another view of an 
S-Journal Map 904, according to one embodiment. The 
S-Journal Map 904 may reference a plurality of S-Journal 
entries for each S-Block. According to one embodiment, the 
S-Block Number may be the MSb of the S-Journal Number. 
The size of the S-Journal map 904 may be correlated to the 
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10 
number of S-Blocks times the number of S-Journal entries 
per S-Block. Indexing into the S-Journal Map 904, there 
fore, may be carried out by referencing the S-Block Number 
(the MSb of the S-Journal Number) and the S-Journal entry 
for that S-Block number. The controller 202 may be further 
configured to build or rebuild a map of the S-Journals and 
store the resulting S-Journal Map 904 in volatile memory. 
For example, upon restart or upon the occurrence of another 
event in which power fails or after a restart subsequent to 
error recovery, the controller 202 may read the plurality of 
S-Journals in a predetermined sequential order, build a map 
of the S-Journals stored in the non-volatile memory devices 
based upon the sequentially read plurality of S-Journals, and 
store the built S-Journal Map 904 in the volatile memory. In 
particular, the rebuilt S-Journal Map 904 may be configured 
to contain the physical location for the most recently-written 
version of each S-Journal. Indeed, according to one embodi 
ment, in rebuilding the S-Journal Map 904, the physical 
location of older S-Journals may be overwritten when a 
newer S-Journal is found. Stated differently, according to 
one embodiment, the S-Journal Map 904 may be rebuilt by 
the processor 202 based upon read S-Journals that are 
determined to be valid. 

Two-Stage Map Rebuilding 
According to one embodiment, at power-on, the address 

translation map rebuilding and the free space accounting 
may be split into two distinct stages. In a first stage, the 
address translation map may be rebuilt from the S-Journals 
stored in the System Band of the non-volatile memory. As 
noted above, the System Band may be that portion of the 
non-volatile memory that contains the FMS meta-data and 
information. For reliability and for simplification of post 
power power-fail operations, the System Band may be 
configured for lower page only operation, thereby avoiding 
any possibility of lower page corruption of MLC Flash 
memory. Moreover, the System Band may be significantly 
more over-provisioned than the Data Band (which stores all 
L-Page data and contains both the Hot and Cold Bands) for 
overall WA optimization. 

According to one embodiment and as shown at B151 of 
FIG. 11, to rebuild the logical-to-physical address translation 
map 902, all of the S-Journals may be read. Reading all of 
the S-Journals enables the controller 202 to extract, from 
each entry of each S-Journal, the size and exact physical 
location of each L-Page associated with each L-Page Num 
ber. In one embodiment, after all S-Journals are read and the 
physical-to-logical information extracted therefrom and is 
stored in the logical-to-physical address translation map 902 
in volatile memory, the controller 202 will have accounted 
for and mapped all of the L-pages stored in the entire 
non-volatile memory. How many S-Journals are read 
depends at least in part upon the range of physical pages 
covered by each S-Journal (e.g., 32 E-Pages, according to 
one embodiment), as well as the size of the non-volatile 
memory. Moreover and according to one embodiment, the 
S-Journal construct may be used to store information related 
to a virtual address range and for storing other file manage 
ment tables in the volatile memory. 
As the S-Journals, according to one embodiment, may be 

configured to collectively contain all of the physical-to 
logical information, and since many L-pages are likely to 
have been updated many times, the order in which the 
S-Journals are read is significant. Indeed, as the S-Journals 
may be configured to collectively store a complete history of 
updates to the L-Pages (at least since a last garbage collect 
ing of the S-Block in which the L-Pages are stored), the 
S-Journals are read in one embodiment in the order in which 
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they were created, as indicated at Block B151. This is 
graphically shown in FIG. 12, in which a L2P translation 
map entry 1602 generated from an earlier in time S-Journal 
entry is sequentially replaced by a corresponding map entry 
1602 in a comparatively later-created S-Journal entry for the 
same L-Page, as the S-Journals are read in order. In this 
manner, should (as is likely) there have been several updates 
to a particular L-Page, reading the S-Journals in the order in 
which they were created ensures that invalid S-Journal 
entries (i.e., S-Journal entries that do not point to the current 
location of the L-Page) are read before valid entries (i.e., 
S-Journal entries that do point to the current location of the 
L-Page). This in turn ensures that the latest in time S-Journal 
entry for a particular L-Page is used as a basis of creating a 
valid map entry 1602 for that L-Page. This sequential 
reading of the S-Journals in the order in which they were 
created and ensuring that the last-read S-Journal entry for an 
L-Page is the most current one, ensure that the rebuilt 
logical-to-physical address translation map 902 is coherent; 
that is, accurately maps the logical pages to the correct 
physical locations within the non-volatile memory. Accord 
ing to one embodiment, as the S-Journals stored in non 
volatile memory are read, the S-Journal Map 904 (see FIG. 
10B) may also be reconstructed, from the S-Journal Number 
and address of each read S-Journal. The S-Journal Map 904 
may be stored in the volatile memory. 

According to one embodiment, in a first stage of one 
embodiment of the two stage process shown and described 
herein, the controller 202 may be configured, at startup, to 
read each of the plurality of S-Journals in the order in which 
they were created as shown at B151 and to rebuild the 
logical-to-physical address translation map 902 in the vola 
tile memory from the read plurality of journals. That is, the 
controller 202 may, from the read S-Journal entries, populate 
the logical-to-physical address translation map 902 with the 
physical location information (e.g., a length and starting 
address within an E-Page in non-volatile memory) of each 
L-Page, such as also shown at 302 in FIG. 4. In this manner, 
each L-Page stored in the data storage device may be pointed 
to by a single and unique entry in the logical-to-physical 
address translation map 902. According to one embodiment, 
the controller 202 may carry out a write operation (e.g., an 
8 byte write) to the volatile memory for each entry in each 
of the read S-Journals. It is to be understood, however, that 
embodiments are not limited to the exemplary 8 byte size 
shown and described herein and that other implementations 
are possible. 

According to one embodiment, after all S-Journals have 
been read and as the logical-to-physical address translation 
map 902, the S-Journal map 904 and any required tables 
have been rebuilt in volatile memory, the data storage device 
may report its readiness to process data access commands to 
the host(s) 218, as shown at B152. Note that the data storage 
device, at the completion of this first stage, has not yet 
carried out any free space accounting operations and thus 
may not yet be ready to optimally carry out garbage col 
lecting operations. Indeed, in an embodiment where optimal 
block selection for garbage collection depends at least in 
part on free space within the individual S-Blocks, the 
controller 202, at the end of this first stage, does not yet 
know which is the optimal S-Block to garbage collect, as the 
free space accounting has not yet been carried out. One of 
the considerations in choosing an S-Block for garbage 
collection activities may comprise ascertaining the amount 
of free space available in each S-Block. For example, the 
controller 202 may select an S-Block having the greatest 
amount of free space as the next S-Block on which to carry 
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12 
out garbage collection activities. Note that, according to one 
embodiment, the controller 202 may also identify the next 
best S-Block to garbage collect, as well as the next best 
S-Block after that, and so on. 

According to one embodiment, after at least the logical 
to-physical address translation map 902 has been rebuilt, 
and after the data storage device has reported its readiness to 
process data access commands, the second stage of the 
present two-stage power on procedure may be carried out. 
According to one embodiment, after at least the logical-to 
physical address translation map 902 has been rebuilt, and 
after the data storage device has reported its readiness to 
process data access commands, one or more tables may be 
rebuilt from the rebuilt logical-to-physical address transla 
tion map 902 and, based on such rebuilt table(s), one or more 
of the plurality of S-Blocks may be selected for garbage 
collection, as shown at B153 in FIG. 11. To do so, the 
controller 202 may, among other possible actions, rebuild a 
free space table containing an amount of free space in each 
of the plurality of S-Blocks after the logical-to-physical 
address translation map 902 has been rebuilt. To rebuild 
Such free space table(s), the amount of free space in each of 
the plurality of blocks may be calculated. Instead of the 
controller 202 tracking the amount of free space in each 
S-Block, the controller 202 may, according to one embodi 
ment, track the amount of valid data in each S-Block. Such 
information for each S-Block may be readily available in the 
logical-to-physical address translation map 902, which may 
be configured to contain a record of the size of each L-page 
in the non-volatile memory. From the amount of valid data 
in each S-Block and with the knowledge of the size of the 
S-Blocks, the controller 202 may calculate the amount of 
free space in each S-Block by subtracting the size of the 
valid data in each S-Block (obtained from reading the 
logical-to-physical address translation map 902) from the 
predetermined size of the S-Blocks. The difference between 
the amount of valid data stored in an S-Block and its size 
may be equal to or related to the amount of free space within 
each S-Block. Therefore, from a single sequential read of the 
logical-to-physical address translation map 902 or by updat 
ing the amount of valid data in each S-Block as the logical 
to-physical address translation map 902 is being rebuilt, the 
amount of free space in each S-Block may be calculated by 
the controller 202. The accumulated (i.e., summed across 
entries in the logical-to-physical address translation map 
902) amount of valid space in each S-Block may be stored, 
for example, in a table maintained in the Volatile memory. 
For example, the system block information table 908 (see, 
for example, FIG. 10A) may be used for that purpose. 
Alternatively, the controller 202 may create and populate a 
separate valid size information table with the accumulated 
size of valid data for each S-Block. As shown in the table 
1702 of FIG. 13, in this example, S-Block 1 has a total of 
450 MB of valid data stored therein and S-Block 2 has a total 
of 1.5 GB of valid data stored therein. As the size of the 
S-Blocks is known a priori, the amount of free space in each 
S-Block may be readily calculated. In another embodiment, 
the amount of free space calculation is performed by directly 
Summing the amount of free space based on the information 
from the logical-to-physical translation map 902. 

According to one embodiment, the data storage device 
reports that it is ready to process host commands shortly 
after having completed the rebuild of the logical-to-physical 
address translation map 902 (and optionally other house 
keeping activities such as populating the S-Journal map 904 
and other tables in volatile memory). In such an embodiment 
the data storage device is configured to carry out free space 
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accounting operations (including, e.g., rebuilding the free 
space table(s)) while and/or after processing host (i.e., data 
access) commands. Such incoming host commands may 
alter the free space accounting of the S-Blocks while the 
second stage is performed. One embodiment accounts for 
Such changes in the amount of valid data that is present in 
each S-Block. 

For example, after the rebuilding of the logical-to-physi 
cal address translation map 902, the map 902 may be 
sequentially read, from a beginning to the end thereof. The 
controller 202 may be configured to track a pointer during 
the reading of the now-coherent logical-to-physical address 
translation map 902, as shown at 1902 in FIG. 14. According 
to one embodiment, in carrying out Such free space account 
ing while processing host commands, the controller 202 may 
be configured to act differently depending whether the 
L-Page that is modified as a result of a write command is 
associated with an L-Page Number that has already been 
processed for free space accounting by the controller 202 or 
that is associated with an L-Page Number that has not yet 
been read by the controller 202 as it sequentially reads the 
logical-to-physical address translation map 902. According 
to one embodiment, if the L-Page that is modified as a result 
of a write command is associated with an L-Page Number 
that has already been processed for free space by the 
controller 202, as suggested by the “New Write 1” at 
reference numeral 1904 in FIG. 14, the controller 202 may 
carry out free space accounting in the manner described 
above. This free space accounting may be necessary in this 
case, as the controller 202 has already processed the entry 
corresponding to the now-updated L-Page for free space and 
has added the length thereof to its running count of valid 
data for the S-Block where the updated L-Page is stored. It 
is possible that the updated length is the same as the previous 
length of the L-page, in which case the running count of the 
valid data would be unchanged if the L-Page is written to the 
same S-Block. However, the accumulated size of the data in 
the S-Block would indeed change if the executed write 
resulted in a change to the length of the L-page or if written 
to a different S-Block. To maintain an accurate accounting of 
the free space in each S-Block, therefore, requires that the 
controller 202 go back and properly account for the free 
space made available as a result of the update to the L-Page. 

If, however, the L-Page that is modified as a result of a 
write command is associated with an L-Page Number that 
has not yet been processed for free space by the controller 
202, one embodiment allows the controller 202 to refrain 
from carrying out free space accounting activities and con 
tinue with its sequential read of the logical-to-physical 
address translation map 902. Indeed, if an executed write 
command results in an update to an L-Page whose L-Page 
Number is yet-to-be-read by the controller 202, such as is 
the case with “New Write 2’ referenced at numeral 1906, no 
separate processing for free space accounting need be per 
formed, as the controller 202 will correctly accumulate the 
size of valid data in the table 1702 when its pointer 1902 
reaches the L-Page Number of the now newly-updated 
L-Page. 

According to one embodiment, the blocks 206 of the 
non-volatile memory may comprise Multi-Level Cells 
(MLC) that store, for example, 2 bits per cell. For an MLC 
device, there is at least a lower page and an upper page, 
which may not be contiguous. The lower page of an MLC is 
typically programmed before the upper page thereof. 
Because of the distribution of cell voltages in MLC devices, 
there is the possibility of corrupting the lower page of an 
MLC if power is interrupted upon or during the program 
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14 
ming the upper page. Indeed, during programming, the 
charge stored by the MLC is gradually increased, in a 
step-wise manner, until the desired Voltage indicative of the 
desired logic state is reached. This is the reason that, 
according to one embodiment, the System Band where the 
S-Journals are stored may be configured to only use the 
lower pages in a block for increased reliability. 
To further mitigate against lower page corruption errors, 

one embodiment utilizes a non-volatile buffer to temporarily 
store updated L-Pages at least until both the lower and upper 
pages of each MLC are programmed. As the lower and upper 
pages are not contiguous, the non-volatile store may be 
configured to be sufficiently large as to store both lower and 
upper pages of a MLC. That is, the non-volatile buffer may 
be configured to be at least sufficiently large to enable 
recovery from lower page corruption after a power loss to 
the data storage device. Such a non-volatile buffer is shown 
in FIG. 2 at reference numeral 211. The non-volatile buffer 
211 may be configured as a circular buffer. The controller 
202 may be configured, according to one embodiment, to 
accumulate data to be written to the non-volatile memory in 
the non-volatile buffer 211. To do so, the controller 202 may 
allocate space in the buffer 211 and write the accumulated 
data to the allocated space in the buffer 211. At least a 
portion of the accumulated data may then be stored in a 
lower page of the non-volatile memory and in the allocated 
space in the buffer 211. At some later point in time, the upper 
page corresponding to the previously-programmed lower 
page may itself be programmed, whereupon the previously 
allocated space in the non-volatile buffer 211 may be de 
allocated, to make room for further incoming data. Advan 
tageously, the provision of such non-volatile buffer 211 and 
the temporary storage therein of newly-updated L-pages 
enables the controller 202 to generate and send a write 
acknowledgement to a host 218 after the accumulated data 
is written to the allocated space in the non-volatile buffer 
211. This acknowledgement, therefore, may be sent sooner 
than would otherwise be the case were the acknowledgment 
sent after the data was programmed in the non-volatile 
memory, while avoiding the use of Such backup-power 
mechanisms such as Super capacitors or battery-backed 
NAND. For example, the non-volatile buffer 211 may com 
prise Magnetic Random Access Memory (MRAM), which 
operates at speeds comparable to DRAM while being storing 
data in a non-volatile manner. Using Such non-volatile buffer 
211 enables the controller, after the power is restored to the 
data storage device after a loss of power, to read data from 
the non-volatile buffer 211 and to store at least a portion of 
the read data in the non-volatile memory. As shown in FIG. 
2 at 209, data may be accumulated, written and stored in the 
non-volatile buffer 211 in units of S-Pages. 

According to one embodiment, the non-volatile buffer 211 
enables the controller 202 to read L-pages stored in the 
non-volatile buffer 211 and to rebuild the logical-to-physical 
address translation map 902 using the logical pages read 
therefrom. During startup, when rebuilding the logical-to 
physical address translation map 902, the controller 202 may 
be configured to read S-Journals in the System Band that 
correspond to L-pages stored in the Cold Band. The Cold 
Band may be that portion of the non-volatile memory 
allocated by the controller 202 that is designated for storage 
of recently garbage collected L-Pages. It is possible, how 
ever, that the Cold Band stores “unsafe L-page data at 
lower pages for which the corresponding upper page has not 
yet been programmed. Such lower-page data could be at-risk 
of lower page corruption should a write command be 
executed by the controller, which results in the programming 
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of the corresponding upper page. This lower-page corruption 
could, therefore, affect the coherency of the logical-to 
physical address translation map 902, resulting in an error 
that could be potentially fatal to the data storage device. 

According to one embodiment in which the non-volatile 
memory comprises MLC, upon rebuilding the logical-to 
physical address translation map 902, the controller 202 may 
be configured to read S-Journals corresponding to the Cold 
Band no further than entries thereof corresponding to safe 
L-pages stored in a lower page where the corresponding 
upper page has been programmed. This ensures that no 
later-executed write command could result in a lower page 
corruption of data used to rebuild the logical-to-physical 
address translation map 902. Also according to one embodi 
ment, for entries of S-Journals corresponding to the Cold 
Band corresponding to unsafe L-pages stored in a lower 
page where the corresponding upper page has not been 
programmed, the controller 202 may be further configured 
to stop processing S-Journals containing entries correspond 
ing to such unsafe L-Pages and to instead read the unsafe 
L-Pages from the non-volatile buffer 211 and write them to 
non-volatile memory. This, in turn, generates updates to the 
logical-to-physical address translation map 902 and corre 
sponding S-Journal entries and/or new S-Journals. This 
procedure may be carried out for one or more last-written 
S-Blocks referenced by the S-Journal(s) containing such 
entries (e.g., entries of S-Journals corresponding to the Cold 
Band that includes unsafe L-pages stored in a lower page 
where the corresponding upper page has not been pro 
grammed). Such one or more S-Blocks may then be garbage 
collected. In this manner, the non-volatile buffer 211 may be 
used to recover potentially unsafe L-Pages during recon 
struction of the logical-to-physical address translation map 
902 (stage 1 map rebuild of FIG. 11) and to properly 
schedule garbage collection (stage 2 of map rebuild of FIG. 
11). In other embodiments, the additional processing related 
to unsafe pages is performed for other type of data (in lieu 
of the Cold Band data. 

For example, consider a 3.2 TB data storage device. 
Conventional data storage devices may be required to read 
the volatile memory where the map table 104 (FIG. 1) is to 
be stored. This, in turn, requires an initialization procedure, 
as the ECC in the volatile memory has not been set. This 
may take on the order of, for example, 2 seconds, assuming 
volatile memory size on the order of 16 GB. Thereafter, the 
conventional data storage device may have to perform 16 
GB of writes interleaved with 16 GB of random reads to 
rebuild the map table 104 and to update the free space 
information. Only thereafter may the conventional data 
storage device report that it is ready to accept and service 
host commands. In contrast, to carry out the present two 
stage power-up procedure, one embodiment does not require 
reading the volatile memory beforehand and thus does not 
require reading the volatile memory until all entries have 
been written. Indeed, according to one embodiment, prior to 
leaving the manufacturing facility, the data storage device 
may be TRIMed (all physical pages of the subjected to the 
TRIM command or some functional equivalent), to thereby 
pre-populate the logical-to-physical address translation map 
902 with valid entries. Thereafter, 16 GB of random writes 
to the volatile memory may be carried out to process all of 
the S-Journals from the non-volatile memory to the now 
rebuilt and coherent logical-to-physical address translation 
map 902. At this early stage and before carrying out any free 
space accounting activities, the controller 202 may report 
that it is ready to service host data access commands. 
Thereafter, after having reported that it is ready to execute 
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data access commands, the controller 202 may carry out 6.4 
GB of sequential volatile memory reads to update the valid 
data table 1702 (FIG. 13) as part of its free space accounting 
activities. Thereafter, while or after carrying out data access 
commands, the data storage device may select the best 
S-Block(s) to garbage collect. According to one embodi 
ment, the controller 202 may be configured to choose such 
S-Block(s) for garbage collection based at least in part upon 
the amount of free space available therein. According to one 
embodiment, the controller 202 may select that S-Block(s) 
having the most free space for garbage collection. Advan 
tageously, according to one embodiment, such free space 
accounting and block picking may be carried out in hard 
ware and on a drive that is accepting and executing data 
access commands. 

Garbage Collection 
FIGS. 15-18 are block diagrams illustrating aspects of 

garbage collection, according to one embodiment. The user 
S-Block information table 906 (FIG. 10A) may be scanned 
to select the “best S-Block to garbage collect. There are a 
number of criteria that may be evaluated to select which 
S-Block to garbage collect. For example, the best S-Block to 
garbage collect may be that S-Block having the largest 
amount of free space and the lowest Program Erase (PE) 
count. Alternatively, these and/or other criteria may be 
weighed to select the S-Block to be garbage collected. For 
purposes of example, the S-Block selected to be to garbage 
collected in FIGS. 15-18 is S-Block 15, shown at 1502. It is 
to be noted that the user S-Block information table 906 (FIG. 
10A) may comprise, among other items of information, a 
running count of the number of PE cycles undergone by each 
tracked S-Block, which may be evaluated in deciding which 
S-Block to garbage collect. As shown at 1502, S-Block 15 
has a mix of valid data (hashed blocks) and invalid data 
(non-hashed blocks). 
Now that S-Block 15 has been selected for GC, the 

S-Journal Map (see 904 in FIG. 10B) may be consulted (e.g., 
indexed into by the S-Block number) to find the location in 
non-volatile memory of the corresponding S-Journal(s) for 
that S-Block. The S-Journal pointed to by the S-Journal Map 
904 is then located using the header (e.g., 27 LSB) of 
S-Journal Number, and read into the buffer 1009, as shown 
in FIG. 15. That is, the E-Page in the System S-Block 1804 
pointed to by S-Journal Map 904 (FIG. 10B) may be 
accessed and the S-Journal stored beginning at that location 
may be read into the buffer 1009. Thereafter, each physical 
to logical entry in the S-Journal in the buffer 1009 may then 
be compared to the corresponding entry in the logical-to 
physical address translation map 1802. That is, the address 
of the L-Page in the S-Journal may be compared with the 
address of the L-Page in the logical-to-physical address 
translation map 1802. For each entry in the S-Journal in the 
buffer 1009, it may be determined whether the address for 
the L-Page of that entry matches the address of the L-Page 
in the corresponding entry in the logical-to-physical address 
translation map 1802. If the two match, that entry is valid. 
Conversely, if the address for the L-Page in the S-Journal 
does not match the entry for that L-Page in the logical-to 
physical address translation map 1802, that entry in the 
S-Journal is not valid. According to one embodiment, as 
valid entries are found in the S-Journal whose entries are 
being parsed and compared, they may be written to the 
buffer 1009, as shown in FIG. 16. After processing each 
S-Journal for S-Block 15, as also shown in FIG. 16 at 
reference 1502, S-Block 15 now contains only invalid data. 
As the entries in the S-Journal in System S-Block 1804 point 
to such invalid data, the S-Journal in System S-Block 1804 
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is shown as being hashed, indicating that it is now stale. The 
logical-to-physical address translation map 1802 may then 
be updated, generating a new E-Page starting address for the 
valid data read into the buffer 1009. It is to be noted that 
during the update of the logical-to-physical translation map. 
the map 1802 may be rechecked for valid entries and may be 
locked during the map update process to guarantee atomi 
city. The valid data may then be written out to the Cold 
S-Block 1801 (the Hot Block being used for recently written 
host data, not garbage collected data), as shown at FIG. 17. 
In turn, this generates a new S-Journal for the Cold S-Block 
1801, as shown at 1302 in FIG. 18. At some later time (e.g., 
after a sufficient number of entries have been populated), 
S-Journal 1302 may be written out to the System S-Block 
1804 in the System Band. S-Block 15 has now been garbage 
collected and its space may now be added to the free space 
accounting for S-Block 15 in the data S-Block information 
908. System S-Block Information 908 now indicates that the 
entire S-Block 15 is free space, which may thereafter be 
erased, its PE count updated and made available for host 
data. It is to be noted that an invalid S-Journal is still present 
in S-Block 15. The space in Flash memory in the System 
Band occupied by this invalid S-Journal may be garbage 
collected at Some later time, erased and re-used. 

While certain embodiments of the disclosure have been 
described, these embodiments have been presented by way 
of example only, and are not intended to limit the scope of 
the disclosure. Indeed, the novel methods, devices and 
systems described herein may be embodied in a variety of 
other forms. Furthermore, various omissions, Substitutions 
and changes in the form of the methods and systems 
described herein may be made without departing from the 
spirit of the disclosure. The accompanying claims and their 
equivalents are intended to cover Such forms or modifica 
tions as would fall within the scope and spirit of the 
disclosure. For example, those skilled in the art will appre 
ciate that in various embodiments, the actual physical and 
logical structures may differ from those shown in the figures. 
Depending on the embodiment, certain steps described in 
the example above may be removed, others may be added. 
Also, the features and attributes of the specific embodiments 
disclosed above may be combined in different ways to form 
additional embodiments, all of which fall within the scope of 
the present disclosure. Although the present disclosure pro 
vides certain preferred embodiments and applications, other 
embodiments that are apparent to those of ordinary skill in 
the art, including embodiments which do not provide all of 
the features and advantages set forth herein, are also within 
the scope of this disclosure. Accordingly, the scope of the 
present disclosure is intended to be defined only by refer 
ence to the appended claims. 
What is claimed is: 
1. A data storage device controller configured to couple to 

a non-volatile memory comprising a plurality of blocks, 
each block being configured to store a plurality of physical 
pages at predetermined physical locations, the controller 
comprising: 

a processor configured to program data to and read data 
from the non-volatile memory, the data being stored in 
a plurality of logical pages; 

a volatile memory comprising a logical-to-physical 
address translation map configured to enable the pro 
cessor to determine a physical location, within one or 
more physical pages, of the data stored in each logical 
page; and 

a plurality of journals stored in the non-volatile memory, 
each journal corresponding to at least one of the 
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plurality of blocks and comprising a plurality of journal 
entries associating one or more physical pages to each 
logical page, wherein each of the plurality of journals 
covers a pre-determined range of physical pages within 
one of the plurality of blocks, 

wherein the controller is configured, upon startup, to: 
read each of the plurality of journals in an order and to 

rebuild the map in the volatile memory from the read 
of each of the plurality of journals: 

indicate a readiness to process data access commands 
after the map is rebuilt; 

rebuild a table from the map and select, based on the 
rebuilt table, at least one of the plurality of blocks for 
garbage collection after having indicated the readi 
ness to process data access commands; 

locate a corresponding journal for the selected block to 
determine whether any entries in the corresponding 
journal point to valid data on the selected block; 

relocate all of the valid data, as indicated by the 
corresponding journal, from the selected block to 
another block in the non-volatile memory; and 

generate a new journal for the block storing the valid data. 
2. The data storage device controller of claim 1, wherein 

the processor is further configured to build a journal map in 
the volatile memory as each of the plurality of journals is 
read, the journal map specifying a physical location in the 
non-volatile memory of each of the read journals. 

3. The data storage device controller of claim 1, wherein 
the non-volatile memory comprises Multi-Level Cells 
(MLC) and wherein the processor is further configured to 
store each logical page in a non-volatile buffer at least until 
an upper page corresponding to a lower page of non-volatile 
memory where the logical page is stored has been pro 
grammed. 

4. The data storage device controller of claim 3, wherein 
the processor is further configured to read logical pages 
stored in the non-volatile buffer and to rebuild the map using 
the logical pages read from the non-volatile buffer. 

5. The data storage device controller of claim 1, wherein 
the non-volatile memory comprises Multi-Level Cells 
(MLC), wherein the non-volatile memory comprises a 
physical area comprising recently garbage-collected valid 
logical pages and wherein the processor is further configured 
to readjournals corresponding to the physical area no further 
than entries thereof corresponding to safe logical pages 
stored in a lower page of non-volatile memory where the 
corresponding upper page has been programmed. 

6. The data storage device controller of claim 5, wherein, 
for entries of journals corresponding to the physical area 
corresponding to unsafe logical pages stored in a lower page 
where the corresponding upper page has not been pro 
grammed, the processor is further configured to read jour 
nals associating one or more physical pages of a block from 
which the valid data was garbage collected. 

7. A data storage device, comprising: 
the non-volatile memory, and 
the data storage device controller of claim 1. 
8. A method of controlling a data storage device com 

prising a non-volatile memory comprising a plurality of 
blocks, each block being configured to store a plurality of 
physical pages at predetermined physical locations, the 
method comprising: 
programming data to and reading data from the non 

Volatile memory, the data being stored in a plurality of 
logical pages; 

maintaining, in a volatile memory, a logical-to-physical 
address translation map configured to enable a deter 
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mination of a physical location, within one or more 
physical pages, of the data stored in each logical page: 
and 

maintaining, in the non-volatile memory, a plurality of 
journals, each journal corresponding to at least one of 5 
the plurality of blocks and comprising a plurality of 
journal entries associating one or more physical pages 
to each logical page, wherein each of the plurality of 
journals covers a pre-determined range of physical 
pages within one of the plurality of blocks and, upon 
startup: 

reading each of the plurality of journals in an order and 
rebuilding the map in the volatile memory from the 
read of each of the plurality of journals; 

indicating a readiness to process data access commands 
after the map is rebuilt; and 

rebuilding a table from the map and, based on the rebuilt 
table, selecting at least one of the plurality of blocks for 
garbage collection after having indicated the readiness 
to process data access commands; 

locating a corresponding journal for the selected block to 
determine whether any entries in the corresponding 
journal point to valid data on the selected block; 

relocating all of the valid data, as indicated by the 
corresponding journal, from the selected block to 
another block in the non-volatile memory; and 

generating a new journal for the block storing the valid 
data. 

9. The method of claim 8, further comprising building a 
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journal map in the volatile memory as each of the plurality 
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of journals is read, the journal map specifying a physical 
location in the non-volatile memory of each of the read 
journals. 

10. The method of claim 8, wherein the non-volatile 
memory comprises Multi-Level Cells (MLC) and wherein 
the method further comprises storing each logical page in a 
non-volatile buffer at least until an upper page correspond 
ing to a lower page of non-volatile memory where the 
logical page is stored has been programmed. 

11. The method of claim 10, further comprising reading 
logical pages stored in the non-volatile buffer and rebuilding 
the map using the logical pages read from the non-volatile 
buffer. 

12. The method of claim 8, wherein the non-volatile 
memory comprises Multi-Level Cells (MLC), wherein the 
non-volatile memory comprises a physical area of memory 
storing data retained from a garbage collection process and 
wherein the method further comprises reading journals 
corresponding to the physical area no further than entries 
thereof corresponding to safe logical pages stored in a lower 
page of non-volatile memory where the corresponding upper 
page has been programmed. 

13. The method of claim 12 wherein, for entries of 
journals corresponding to the physical area corresponding to 
unsafe logical pages stored in a lower page where the 
corresponding upper page has not been programmed, the 
method further comprises reading journals associating one 
or more physical pages of a block from which the valid data 
was garbage collected. 


